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	RFID Systems: Research Trends and Challenges, 9780470746028 (0470746025), John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This book provides an insight into the 'hot' field of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) Systems


	In this book, the authors provide an insight into the field of RFID systems with an emphasis on networking aspects and research challenges related to passive Ultra High Frequency (UHF) RFID systems. The book reviews various algorithms, protocols and design solutions that have been developed within the area, including most recent advances. In addition, authors cover a wide range of recognized problems in RFID industry, striking a balance between theoretical and practical coverage. Limitations of the technology and state-of-the-art solutions are identified and new research opportunities are addressed. Finally, the book is authored by experts and respected researchers in the field and every chapter is peer reviewed.


	Key Features:

	
		Provides the most comprehensive analysis of networking aspects of RFID systems, including tag identification protocols and reader anti-collision algorithms
	
		Covers in detail major research problems of passive UHF systems such as improving reading accuracy, reading range and throughput
	
		Analyzes other "hot topics" including localization of passive RFID tags, energy harvesting, simulator and emulator design, security and privacy
	
		Discusses design of tag antennas, tag and reader circuits for passive UHF RFID systems
	
		Presents EPCGlobal architecture framework, middleware and protocols
	
		Includes an accompanying website with PowerPoint slides and solutions to the problems http://www.site.uottawa.ca/~mbolic/RFIDBook/



	This book will be an invaluable guide for researchers and graduate students in electrical engineering and computer science, and researchers and developers in telecommunication industry.
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Building and Implementing a Security Certification and Accreditation Program: Official (ISC)2 Guide to the CAPcm CBKAuerbach Publications, 2005
Certification and accreditation has become a major topic of discussion in
the information security arena over the past two to three years, at least
in U.S. government circles. Many government organizations are currently
engaged in employing certification and accreditation processes in response
to the requirements of the Federal...

		

Office 2010 Made SimpleApress, 2011

	Office 2010 Made Simple for Windows is a practical and highly effective approach to using the Office 2010 Home & Business (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, OneNote) and Home & Student (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, OneNote) programs to create and edit documents and get work done efficiently. Conveying information quickly and...


		

ESD : RF Technology and CircuitsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
The phenomenon of electrostatic discharge (ESD) has been known for a long time, but recently a growing interest has been observed in ESD in radio frequency (RF) technology and ESD issues in RF applications.

Why now?

Early telecommunications started with William Cooke and Charles Wheatstone in the development of the electric...




	

Mobile Web Browsing Using the Cloud (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	This brief surveys existing techniques to address the problem of long delays and high power consumption for web browsing on smartphones, which can be due to the local computational limitation at the smartphone (e.g., running java scripts or flash objects) level. To address this issue, an architecture called Virtual-Machine based Proxy (VMP)...


		

Patterns: Broker Interactions for Intro and Inter-Enterprise (IBM Redbooks)IBM Press, 2004
This Redbook concentrates on distributed application integration using the Process-focused Application Integration:Broker application pattern for intra-enterprise, and the Extended Enterprise:Exposed Broker application pattern for inter-enterprise.

The Patterns for e-business are a group of proven, reusable assets that can be used to...


		

How to Make Money in Alternative InvestmentsMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Your investing options aren’t confined to    stocks, bonds, and mutual funds. Those    are merely the most common investments    and, as recent history proves, certainly not the    safest or most profitable. How to Make Money    in Alternative Investments introduces you to    more than 40 places to invest your money    outside the...
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